
San Lorenzo City Lodge
Rome, Italy

To Book, call +44(0)203 432 7784

To sum up this luxury apartment in 
Rome in a single word, we’d have 
to say ‘exquisite’ though the word 
hardly does justice to Holy Deer 
San Lorenzo City Lodge, which 
stands regally on the famous Piazza 
Navona.
 
When you step from the stairs into 
the apartment itself, you are truly 
stepping into a piece of history, a 
different time, and another opulent 
place altogether. Be prepared to 
leave real life behind. Stunning 
frescoes depicting bible stories and 
tales of the saints adorn virtually 
every ceiling. You find yourself 
looking up, whenever you step 
through another doorway, to enjoy 
the surprises around every corner.
 
The husband-and-wife team who 
renovated Sant’Agnese have clearly 
done so with the utmost love and 
care. Artisans were employed to 
ensure every item of furniture 
and furnishings was made with 
attention, and historical experts 
brought in to help make certain the 
work that was done was true to the 
times. Muted grey walls allow every 
colourful and splendid detail to sing 
and transport you seamlessly to 
Baroque times.
 
The apartment is flanked by the 
two fabulous bedrooms, both with 

What we love...

Beautiful apartment in Rome located inside the Sant’Agnese Church overlooking 
the Fountain of Four Rivers.
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their own unique views. Each 
bedroom has a luxury bathroom 
attached so guests have their 
own ‘suites’ at either end of the 
property. Between, there are several 
communal living areas where you 
can get together with your group to 
socialise or relax. The dining room 
provides an atmospheric spot for 
meals. There’s also a music room, 
complete with grand piano, a library 
for a bit of quiet contemplation, a 
bar with lounge and TV area, and 
more spaces that give everyone 
somewhere to gather and entertain 
in opulent style and also to find 
a quiet moment to themselves. 
Everywhere you look there are 
comfortable seating areas, created 
using the finest furnishings and 
designer pieces, combined with 
unique works of art to provide a 
talking point at every turn. There 
is also a studio, a wet kitchen and 
staff quarters. 

This is truly a magical property, and 
step outside and you’re instantly 
in the very heart of Rome’s most 
famous streets. It’s the perfect 
combination of privacy and public 
life, ancient and contemporary - 
they’re the cornerstones Rome was 
built on. 

Come and visit and enjoy being 
transported to another world.



Rooms

Apartment Sant’Agnese sleeps 4 + 1 
guests across two luxury bedrooms.

Bedroom one
Known as The Pope’s room, this 
luxury double room overlooks the 
Piazza Navona, from 4.5m high 
windows that open onto a balcony. 
A king-size bed atop a platform is 
enclosed by two velvet curtains - a 
sleep fit for a king. Elsewhere the 
furniture is decorated by melding 
brass onto wood sourced from 
trunks from South Tyrol, for a rich, 
glowing effect. The luxury en-suite 
bathroom has a whirlpool bath just 
off it, where you can spend many an 
hour unwinding in the bubbles.

Bedroom two
Overlooking the pretty Via 
dell’Anima, this beautiful bedroom 
has a stunning walk-in dressing 
room and an en-suite bathroom. 
The walk-in dressing room is much 
more than simply a place to hang 
your clothes, however. Inside you’ll 
find original sketches referencing 
Italy’s fine tailoring by Gaetano 
Savini, founder of Brioni, one of the 
country’s great fashion houses. The 
dressing room doors are covered in 
pure cashmere tiles and the interior 
lined with fine silk and with velvet 
curtains. It’s a work of art in itself.
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Eating

Continental breakfast and afternoon 
tea are provided by the staff each 
day.

Rome must be one of the world’s 
best cities in which to enjoy good 
food and fine wines, and there’s 
much to explore. You’ll be given a 
copy of the Apartment’s exclusive 
Good Food Guide To Rome, which 
you’re sure to want to make the 
most of. Sant’Agnese’s staff will 
be only too pleased to help you 
book tables in any of the city’s 
restaurants.

If you prefer to eat in the privacy 
of your luxury apartment, a private 
chef can be arranged, too. 
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Kids

This is an adult-style apartment 
but children are welcome. There is 
space for a cot in either bedroom if 
you are travelling with a baby. 

Nannies and babysitters are 
available on request.

Location

Holy Deer San Lorenzo City Lodge is 
located in the centre of Rome, right 
on the renowned Piazza Navona. 
You couldn’t be more central.
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Staff

Firefly pre-arrival concierge service

Chalet staff include:
Housekeeper

Other staff, such as a chef, nanny 
and beauty therapists, can be 
arranged on request.

Facilities

LCD 4k TV with Netflix, Amazon 
Prime, Apple TV
IPhone and Ipad
Bluetooth home sound system 
throughout
Internet access
Acoustic grand piano
Hairdryers in bedrooms
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